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Abstract
This paper tries to extend the conventional conceptual framework of the Internet of Things
(IoT) so as to reify an advanced pervasive IoT-community collaboration concept, which is
called the process-aware Internet of Things. The extended conceptual framework is embodied
as a referential architecture that can be a standardized reference model supporting the
conceptual integration of the Internet of Things and the process awareness. The extended
referential architecture covers the full range of the architectural details from abstracting the
process-aware behavioral semantics to reifying the IoT-process enactments. These extended
framework and architecture ought to be the theoretical basis for implementing a process-aware
IoT-community computing system supporting process-aware collaborations of Things in
pervasive computing environments. In particular, we do point up that the proposed framework
of the process-aware Internet of Things is revised from the Internet of Things framework
announced in ITU-T SG133 Y.2060 [26] by integrating the novel concept of process
awareness. We strongly believe that the extended conceptual framework and its referential
architecture are able to deliver the novel and meaningful insight as a standardized platform for
describing and achieving the goals of IoT-communities and societies.
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1. Introduction

Currently, we are in the middle of an era of pervasive computing and mobile environments.
The widespread use of mobile communications is evident. These gadgets have become an
integral and intimate part of everyday life for many millions of people, even more than the
internet. This phenomenon is igniting a significant development of future platforms and
networks to radically transform our corporate, community, and personal spheres. Embedding
short-range mobile transceivers into a wide array of additional gadgets and everyday items has
created a new form of pervasive computing platform through mobile communications between
people and Things and between Things themselves. This development is able to support a new
dimension of connectivity: anyone at any time in any place can have connectivity with the
world of information and communications technologies. As a consequence, a new form of
pervasive computing platform with three dimensions of connectivity has created an entirely
new and dynamic network of networks—the Internet of Things (IoT) [3][17][20][22]—as a
pervasive computing platform.
The collaborative work of IoT-related study groups and focus groups of ITU-T such as SG13,
SG16, JCA-IoT, and IoT-GSI [5][6] has recently created the conceptual foundation and
architectural reference models [3][11][13][18][20][23][24] needed for the Internet of Things.
The Internet of Things reference model is an architectural framework to build a pervasive and
mobile community computing environment that provides a computerized situation or space
formed by a group of smart objects (so-called Things) such as devices, sensors, actuators, and
even people, each of which may have various computing capabilities and/or mobile
networking capabilities. However, no feasible modeling methodologies to describe, control,
and achieve the goals to be accomplished by a group of collaborative smart objects in the
computerized situation or space has been developed.
Therefore, we propose an advanced and novel pervasive community computing platform,
which is called process-aware Internet of Things, by extending the conventional conceptual
architecture of the Internet of Things. The proposed concept is originated from the concept of
process-driven Internet of Things firstly announced by the authors’ research group through
[11][18][25], and it is a methodology to describe, control, and achieve community goals
controlled and supervised under the IoT-based infrastructure and environments. Imagine that a
group of community members (smart objects or Things) in an IoT-based pervasive community
performs their own roles to accomplish the community’s goals in process-aware collaboration.
For the sake of this situation, we revise the ITU’s standardized IoT framework [3][5][6] in a
different way. In other words, we need to revise the ITU’s standardized IoT framework and
integrate the concept of process-aware collaborations [1][18] into the standardized IoT
conceptual architecture [5][24]. These two tasks are non-trivial. This paper gives feasible
solutions for each of these tasks by proposing a novel community computing model and its
conceptual architecture (i.e., the pervasive process model and architecture, respectively),
which are applicable to implementing this process-aware IoT-community computing platform
and system.
We begin the paper by introducing related studies from the literature. We also give a
conceptual description of the process-aware IoT-community framework extended from the
standardized IoT framework announced by the ITU-T. In the following two sections, we
present detailed functional descriptions of the proposed platform, process-aware IoT, by
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formally and graphically defining the pervasive process model and its conceptual architecture.
Finally, we summarize the implications of the proposed platform with an application example.

2. Related Work and the Scope
Thus far, there exist several pervasive (or ubiquitous) community computing models [6][8]
such as the context-aware community collaboration model [6], the society collaboration model
[5][8], and the member collaboration model [1][8] for building an IoT-based pervasive
community computing environment [11][13][22]. The context-aware community
collaboration model [6] supports a community goal through a series of situations from the
initiating situation to the terminating situation in the corresponding community. Each of the
member-objects fulfills its assigned role in a specific situation in the community. It is assumed
that the defined community goal is accomplished if all of the member-objects achieve their
assigned goals. Additionally, context-aware community collaboration models can be
classified into the three levels of intellectualized community, i.e., the simple collaboration
model, the dynamic collaboration model, and the autonomous collaboration model, according
to the degree of intellectualization, the extent of which can be determined by considering both
the context-aware capability and the role-aware capability of the member-objects organized in
the corresponding IoT-based pervasive community.
The context-aware community computing model uses the society collaboration model [8] to
define a group of activities, which is executable in a pervasive (or ubiquitous) intellectual
mobile-space. The society collaboration model defines a specific society consisting of a group
of smart objects (or Things), each of which is called a society member, including humans, and
software and hardware components (such as applications, services, sensors, and actuators). In
a specific society formed on a pervasive intellectual mobile-space, a variety of communities
can be organized; each community becomes a virtual team to collaboratively accomplish the
target goal (or perform the chosen service) in the corresponding community. Managing the
member-objects in the society and its communities is described by the member collaboration
model, and is performed via a memberfication procedure of the member collaboration
framework. However, the literature still needs more sophisticated methodologies for
supporting the description and specifications of a collaborative goal to be achieved by a group
of members in a specific IoT-based pervasive community or society. Therefore, as the scope of
the paper, we focus on proposing a semantic and procedural methodology, which is called the
pervasive process model, not only for formally and graphically describing a collaborative
process of roles but also to allow the described pervasive processes to be performed by a group
of members in the corresponding process-aware IoT-based community.

3. An Extended Conceptual Architecture
In this section, we propose an advanced conceptual architecture for organizing IoT-based
pervasive communities and societies, namely, process-aware Internet of Things, and the
pervasive process model for formally describing the collaborative behavior of a process-aware
pervasive community on the process-aware Internet of Things environment. The conceptual
architecture is devised to integrate the concept of process-aware collaborative communities
into the standardized framework [3] of the Internet of Things. Before examining the details of
the proposed conceptual architecture, we start from the basic concept of a process-aware
pervasive community computing environment, which is the foundation of the process-aware
Internet of Things. The process-aware pervasive community computing environment is a
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computerized situation or society in which a partial group of the member-objects is able to
organize a process-aware collaborative community (statically, dynamically, or autonomously)
to accomplish its goal, and disorganize the community into the corresponding society after
completing the goal. To organize and manage a process-aware pervasive community
computing environment, we must revise the ITU-T’s standardized architectural framework
[26] for the Internet of Things and propose the concept of pervasive process model as a means
for describing and the concept of achieving process-aware community goals.
3.1 The ITU-T Conceptual Architecture
In terms of the architectural framework of the IoT, the ITU-T’s study groups and focus groups
such as SG13, SG16, JCA-IoT, and IoT-GSI [5][6][26] provided the concept and the
architectural reference model [3] of the IoT. As shown in Fig. 1 [26], the conceptual
architecture of the IoT is made up of the physical world, the information world, and the map of
connections between these two worlds. The physical world builds a pervasive and mobile
community computing environment and provides a computerized situation or space formed by
a group of physical Things (such as devices, sensors, and actuators), each of which may have
various computing capabilities and/or mobile networking capabilities. The information world
consists of a group of virtual Things (such as smart objects, web objects, and data archives)
mapped to (or gathered from) the physical Things. Organizing pervasive communities over the
physical world and the information world can be managed by the context-aware community
collaboration model [6][8], the society collaboration model [8], or the member collaboration
model [8]. The infrastructure of IoT can be a platform for the Web of Things (WoT) [5] or the
Web of Objects (WoO) [5], thus forming pervasive communities, which have been recently
described in the RFID and USN (ubiquitous sensor network) literature. The pervasive
community and society computing concept [8] implies a computerized situation or space
formed from the physical world and the information world.

Fig. 1. The ITU’s Conceptual Architecture of the Internet of Things

We propose a new, advanced pervasive community computing concept, which is
called process-aware Internet of Things, to be deployed on IoT-based infrastructure and
platforms. Imagine that a group of community members (smart objects or Things) in an
IoT-based pervasive community performs their respective roles to accomplish the
community’s goal using process-aware collaborations. To realize this concept, we need to
address the following issues:
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– We must extend the ITU’s standardized IoT framework.
– We must embed the concept of process-aware collaborations into the standardized IoT
conceptual architecture.
This paper provides feasible solutions to these issues by proposing a pervasive process
model and an extended conceptual architecture for the process-aware IoT platform that can be
implemented as a process-aware IoT-community computing system and environment.
3.2 An Extended Conceptual Architecture

Fig. 2. A Conceptual Framework of the Process-Aware IoT-Community Computing Environment

For the basic concept, Fig. 2 depicts the proposed conceptual framework that forms a
process-aware pervasive IoT-community computing environment based on the ITU-T’s
standardized IoT framework. As shown in the figure, the conceptual platform consists of the
physical society, the virtual society, and process-aware collaborative communities. The
physical society is arranged into a networked group of physical Things including devices,
sensors, actuators, and even people. The virtual society is formed by a group of virtual or
logical Things that is mapped with physical Things via the Internet. A pervasive
IoT-community computing environment is physically configured by a set of equipment (such
as devices, sensors, and actuators) on a pervasive and mobile communication networking
environment. Each of the configured devices can have embedded computing abilities with the
characteristics of smart objects, which are physical Things. Additionally, each of the physical
Things is mapping to (and communicating with) one or more virtual Things in the virtual
society to match the roles to the member-objects (the physical Things) to accomplish the goal
of the process-aware collaborative community. To successfully reach the IoT-community’s
goal, a reasonable means to describe and specify the procedural activities (and their order of
execution) that should be performed by the physical Things and the virtual Things of the
corresponding community is needed.
In this paper, therefore, we propose a novel modeling methodology, which is called the
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pervasive process model, to describe a process-aware goal that is comprised of a set of
procedural activities and their execution orders of the physical Things and the virtual Things in
the process-aware IoT-community computing environment. We devise an architectural
reference model to reify the process-aware Internet of Things platform as a process-aware
pervasive IoT-community computing system.
3.3 The Pervasive Process Model
We describe the pervasive process model by constructing a generic meta-model, which is used
to define a process-aware IoT-community goal that can be accomplished by a group of
member-Things belonging to the corresponding community.

Fig. 3. Meta-model of the Pervasive Process Model

Fig. 3 shows the generic meta-model in the form of an entity-relationship diagram, and
defines the major entity-types and their relationships, which constitute a pervasive smart space,
such as a pervasive society and a community. In the figure, rectangles and arrows indicate
entity types and relationships, respectively, and all of the major entity-types used to form a
process-aware IoT-community goal are listed as process-aware goals, tasks (or roles), smart
members, relevant data, and Things (physical and virtual). The following section provides
detailed explanations of the major entity types:
– The process-aware goal is defined by a predefined or intended set of tasks or roles,
called activities, and their temporal ordering of executions. A pervasive IoT-community
computing system helps to organize, control, and execute process-aware
IoT-community goals defined by the pervasive process model proposed in this paper. A
process-aware goal can be described by a set of temporal orders of the associated
activities through combinations of sequential logic, conjunctive logic (after task A, do
tasks B and C), disjunctive logic (after task A, do task B or C), and loop logic. The
completion of the process-aware goal implies the accomplishment of the targeted goal
of the IoT-community such that all of the tasks (or activities) are successfully performed
in compliance with the corresponding pervasive process model.
– The task is a semantic entity of the basic unit of work (activity or role). All of the tasks in
a process-aware goal are arranged as a set of precedence relationships to specify their
execution sequences. Additionally, a task can be precisely specified by one of the task
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entity types: atomic task, compound task, trigger task, repetitive task [12], loop-block
task [1], multiple threads task [12], or gateway task (such as OR-split, OR-join,
AND-split, AND-join, XOR-split, and XOR-join). A compound task is a task containing
another process-aware goal, which is called a sub-goal. The atomic task is the task that is
performed by a physical Thing through a syntactic mapping with smart objects (virtual
Things). Specifically, a pair of split-join gateway tasks controls the execution flows of
the associated atomic and/or compound tasks.
– The member is a conceptual entity type representing the virtual Things, each of which
performs a certain role in completing a corresponding process-aware goal. A member is
associated with one or more virtual Things (smart objects) that are embodied as physical
Things. In the end, the member will be bound with an actual Thing, such as person,
program, sensor, actuator, device, or service, which can fulfill the designated role or be
responsible for completing the corresponding process-aware goal.
– Finally, the condition is an entity-type that is required to perform the tasks of the
process-aware goal. There are two different types of conditions: relevant-data
conditions and transition conditions. The relevant-data conditions of each task are
matched to input and output data that are required as pre-conditions and post-conditions,
respectively, for the execution of the task, whereas the transition conditions on the
alternative gateway edges are needed to select control-paths on the disjunctive gateway
task or the loop gateway task. The relevant-data condition provides a communication
channel between the engine of the process-aware IoT-community computing system
and the smart-object bound to the corresponding task. The transition condition itself is
specified using the relevant input/output data.
The Formal Description. Based on the meta-model, a pervasive process model can be
defined by defining the goals, tasks and their control precedence, members, and relevant
data/transition conditions, as described in the previous section. In this subsection, we give a
formal description of the pervasive process model that describes process-aware collaborative
relationships among the community members using a series of semantic perspectives such as
the control flow perspective, the data flow perspective, the resource assignment perspective,
and the exception perspective. The following definition, Definition 1, is a formal definition of
the pervasive process model and its functional components for expressing each of the semantic
perspectives.
Definition 1: The Pervasive Process Model (PPM) is used to formally define the
process-aware pervasive IoT-community goals. The basic PPM is defined by an 8-tuple
formula: Γ = (δ, ρ, γ, λ, π, κ, I,O), over a set of A tasks (including a set of sub-goals), a set of E
⊆ (A × A) edges (pairs of tasks), a set T of transition conditions, a set R of relevant-data
variables, a set V of virtual Things, a set G of physical Things, a set P of members, and a set C
of exceptions, where P(A) represents a power set of A:
– I is a finite set of initial input relevant-data variables, assumed to be loaded with
information by external process-aware goals before execution of the PPM;
– O is a finite set of final output relevant-data variables, perhaps containing information
used by some external process-aware goals after execution of the PPM;
– δ = δi ∪ δo /* Control Flow Perspective */
where δo : A → P(A) is a multi-valued mapping function from a task to its sets of
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(immediate) successors, and δi : A → P(A) is a multi-valued mapping function from a
task to its sets of (immediate) predecessors;
– ρ = ρi ∪ ρo /* Data Flow Perspective */
where ρo : A → P(R) is a single-valued mapping function from a task to its set of output
relevant-data variables, and ρi : A → P(R) is a single-valued mapping function from a
task to its set of input relevant-data variables;
– γ = γi ∪ γo /* Data Flow Perspective */
where γo : R → P(A) is a single-valued mapping function from a relevant-data variable
to its set of out-degree tasks, and γi : R → P(A) is a single-valued mapping function from
a relevant-data variable to its set of in-degree tasks;
– λ = λa ∪ λp /* Resource Assignment Perspective */
where λp : A → P(P) is a single-valued mapping function from a task to its members, and
λa : P → P(A) is a single-valued mapping function from a member to its set of associated
tasks;
– π = πv ∪ πp /* Resource Assignment Perspective */
where πp : V → P(P) is a single-valued mapping function from a virtual Thing to its set
of associated members, and πv : P → P(V) is a single-valued mapping function from a
member to its set of associated virtual Things;
– ι = ιg ∪ ιv /* Resource Assignment Perspective */
where ιv : G → P(V) is a single-valued mapping function from a physical Thing to its set
of associated virtual Things, and ιg : V → P(G) is a single-valued mapping function
from a virtual Thing to its set of associated physical Things;
– κ = κi ∪ κo /* Data Flow Perspective */
where κi : E → P(T) is a single-valued mapping function from an edge to a set of
transition conditions, and κo : T → P(E) is a single-valued mapping function from a
transition condition to a set of edges.

Fig. 4. Control Flow Primitives of the Pervasive Process Model
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Control Flow Semantics. Given the formal definition, the temporal ordering of tasks
(activities) in a pervasive process model can be interpreted as follows: For any task α, in
general,
δ (α) = {
{β11, β12, ..., β1m(1)},
{β21, β22, ..., β2m(2)},
...,
{βn1, βn2, ..., βnm(n)}
}
which means that upon completion of task α, a control transition that simultaneously initiates
all of the tasks βi1 through βim(i) occurs, which is called a parallel control-flow; otherwise, only
one value of i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is selected as the result of a decision made within the task α, which is
called a decision control transition. Note that if n = 1 ∧ m = 1, then neither a decision nor
parallel processing is needed after completion of task α, which means that the transition is a
sequential control transition. Additionally, if m(i) = 1 for all i, then no parallel processing is
initiated on completion of α.
Based on this interpretation, we graphically present these primitive control transition types as
shown in Fig. 4. A task with a conjunctive (or parallel) control transition is represented by a
solid dot (), and a task with a disjunctive (or decision) control transition is represented by
hollow dot (). These special types of tasks are called gateway tasks. To be syntactically safe,
it is very important for these gateway tasks to retain structured properties such as proper
nesting and matched pair properties. Not only do each of the gateway tasks maintain matched
pairs with split and join types of gateway task in a pervasive process model, but also multiple
sets of gateway tasks remain in a properly nested pattern. In summary, the following
statements formally describe the basic control-transition types modeled by the exclusive-OR
and AND gateway tasks depicted in Fig. 4.
(1) Sequential control-transition between tasks
incoming → δi (αB) = {{ αA}}; outgoing → δo(αB) = {{ αc }};
(2) Exclusive OR control-transition through XOR-gateway
XOR-split → δo (αA) = {{ αB }, { αC }}; XOR-join → δi (αD) = {{ αB }, { αC }};
(3) AND control-transition through AND-gateway
AND-split → δo (αA) = {{ αB, αC }}; AND-join → δi (αD) = {{ αB, αC }};
Loop-block Task. We must carefully define the iterative (loop) control transition, which is
essential and is a common construct in modeling of the temporal ordering of tasks. We must
graphically define the iterative control-transition gateway task as a pair of double-hollow dots
of gateway tasks, as shown in the right-hand side of Fig. 4. At a glance, it can be interpreted as
a special type of disjunctive control-transition task; however, if we replace this transition task
with a disjunctive control-transition task, it is very difficult to maintain the structured
properties (i.e., matched pairs and proper nesting) in the pervasive process model. Therefore,
we introduce the concept of the loop-block task to retain the structured properties in the
modeling of the pervasive process model. The LOOP-block task contains two gateways (i.e.,
LOOP-split and LOOP-join tasks), and temporally orders the tasks inside of the LOOP-split
and LOOP-join gateway tasks. Regarding the loop-gateway tasks, we must specify the loop’s
exit conditions in the modeling time. Accordingly, the formal definition of a LOOP-block
task’s gateways, shown in Fig. 4, is as follows:
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– LOOP-Split Gateway → δi (αloop−split) = {{αA}}; δo (αloop−split) = {{αB}};

– LOOP-Join Gateway → δi (αloop−join) = {{αC}}; δo (αloop−join) = {{αD}};

Data Flow Semantics. The data flow perspectives represent the effects of input- and
output-relevant data needed by each of the tasks in a pervasive process model. From the
specified data flow perspectives, the data transitions of each task and the data dependencies
between tasks are defined by analyzing the definitions (outputs or writes) and uses (inputs or
reads) of each relevant-data variable in the pervasive process model. ρ = ρi ∪ ρo describes the
in-data transitions (uses, ρi) and the out-data transitions (definitions, ρo) of each task, whereas
γ = γi ∪ γo expresses the in-data dependencies (γi) and the out-data dependencies (γo) between
tasks via a specific relevant-data variable.
The data-flow paths in the pervasive process model can be constructed as follows: Let α and
β be tasks in a pervasive process model. There is a data flow path from α to β with respect to a
relevant-data variable η iff (1) there exists a control-flow path from α to β and (2) the model
satisfies one of the following conditions:
– η ∈ ρo (α) ∧ η ∈ ρi (β): α contains a definition of η, and β contains a use of η;
– η ∈ ρi (α) ∧ η ∈ ρo (β): α contains a use of η, and β contains a definition of η;
– η ∈ ρo (α) ∧ η ∈ ρo (β): α contains a definition of η, and β contains a definition of η.
Resource Assignment Semantics. The resource assignment perspectives are represented by λ
= λa ∪ λp, π = πv ∪ πp, and ι = ιg ∪ ιv, which refer to the task-member assignments,
member-virtual-Things assignments, and the virtual-physical-Things assignments,
respectively. As defined in the previous section, the pervasive IoT-community computing
environment might be supported by a variety of special tasks such as multiple-thread tasks,
event tasks, trigger tasks, repetitive tasks, and gateway tasks. Every special task should be
supported by suitable resource assignment policies and functions. Specifically,
multiple-thread tasks are characterized as either homogenous multiple-thread tasks or
heterogeneous multiple-thread tasks; each thread that is spawned from a heterogeneous
multiple-thread task must be assigned to a different type of virtual Things.

4. A Standardization Reference Model
This section describes a standardization reference model that can be possibly revised from the
ITU-T’s functional architecture [26] for supporting the proposed type of IoT-community
computing architecture to be implemented as a process-aware Internet of Things platform.
Imagine that a group of community members (smart objects or Things) in an IoT community
performs their own roles to accomplish the community’s goal supported through
process-aware collaborations of the community-members. We must describe, specify, and
enact the process-aware collaborations for the community-members to achieve the
community’s goals. We have already presented a novel concept of the process-aware Internet
of Things to solve this issue by proposing an extended conceptual platform and its referential
architecture to implement a process-aware IoT-based pervasive community computing system
and environment.
The process-aware IoT-based pervasive community computing environment is a
computerized situation and society in which a group of Things, including smart objects such as
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devices, sensors, actuators, and even people, is connected via the Internet, and a partial group
of the members is able to organize a collaborative community (statically, dynamically, or
autonomously) to accomplish its goals, and disorganize the community into the corresponding
society after completing the goals. To organize and manage this IoT-based pervasive
community-computing environment, ITU-T announced the standardized architectural
reference model of the Internet of Things [3][26]; we try to advance the architectural
framework by applying the concept of process automation [1][7][18][23][25] as a means for
describing, specifying, and achieving community goals.

Fig. 5. A Standardization Reference Model for the Process-Aware Internet of Things Architecture

Fig. 5 illustrates the proposed functional reference model that forms the process-aware
IoT-community computing environment based on the ITU-T’s standardized IoT framework
[5][6][26]. As shown in the figure, the process-aware IoT reference model comprises four
layers such as application, virtual community service/application support, network, and device
layers, and these layers are supported by management capability as well as security capability.
The conceptual descriptions of the layers are as follows:
– The IoT application layer contains three groups of IoT applications such as device
managing applications, intermediate applications, and generic/specific service
applications including process-aware service applications.
– The virtual community service/application layer consists of two capability groupings: generic
service support capabilities and process-aware service support capabilities. The generic service
support capabilities are common capabilities which can be commonly requested by all the IoT
application groups, such as data processing, data storing, or data gaining, and these capabilities
may be also invoked by the process-aware service support capabilities. The process-aware
service support capabilities are such specific capabilities which provide for the requirements of
process-aware IoT community-computing environments.
– The network layer basically comprises two types of functional capabilities such as networking
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capabilities and transporting capabilities, and two types of managerial capabilities such as
device management capabilities and security management capabilities. The networking
capabilities [26] maintain relevant network connectivity, such as access and transport resource
control functions, mobility management, and authentication/authorization/accounting (AAA).
The transport capabilities [26] provide connectivity for transporting not only the IoT service and
application information but also the IoT-related control and management information.
Additionally, the management capabilities consist of the device management [26] and the
security management [26] capabilities supporting the requests from the upper layer and the
lower layer as well as from the networking and transporting management services such as local
network topology management and traffic and congestion management. Especially, the security
management capabilities [26] support authorization, authentication, data confidentiality and
integrity protection, privacy protection, security audit, anti-virus, access control, device
integrity validation, and others, which are requested from the application layer, virtual
community support layer, network layer, and the device layer.
– The device layer is logically classified into two types of capabilities such as device capabilities
and gateway capabilities. The device capabilities are able to support direct interaction and
indirect interaction with the communication network, ad hoc networking, and sleeping and
wake-up mechanisms for energy-savings. The gateway capabilities include the multiple
interfaces through different kinds of wired or wireless technologies (controller area network bus,
ZigBee, Bluthooth or Wi-Fi, public switched telephone network, 2G/3G networks, long-term
evolution (LTE) networks, Ethernet, or digital subscriber lines), and the protocol conversion
between the device layer and network layer.

After all, the IoT-community computing environment is physically configured using a group
of devices such as sensors and actuators in a pervasive community networking environment,
and each of the configured devices may have embedded computing abilities with the
characteristics of smart objects, which are physical Things. Additionally, each of the physical
Things is mapped to (and communicating with) one or more virtual Things in the information
community to virtually match the roles to the member objects to accomplish the goal of the
community. However, to accomplish the IoT-community’s goal, a reasonable means to
describe and specify the procedural activities and the order of their execution that should be
performed by the physical Things and the virtual Things of the corresponding community is
needed. Therefore, we propose a conceptual platform adopting the concept of pervasive
processes, which is depicted in the right-hand side of Fig. 2. Assume that the circled nodes of
the pervasive process are matched to the nodes of the information community, and that the
pervasive process is used to specify the order of virtual-Things’ executions using a modeling
methodology such as the process-aware IoT-community computing model.

5. Conclusion
In the paper, we present a method of achieving a process-aware goal using a pervasive
collaboration community organized on the infrastructure of the process-aware Internet of
Things. That is, the paper proposes a new methodology for formally describing the
process-aware goal, which is dubbed the process-aware IoT-community computing model.
Additionally, we revised the ITU-T’s standardized conceptual architecture of the Internet of
Things by including the concept of process automation, and propose a standardization
reference model to implement process-aware IoT-community computing systems. In
conclusion, the main contribution of the paper ought to be on the novel framework and
architecture for accomplishing process-aware IoT-community computing environments where
we enable to formally and graphically describe a process-aware goal of the Internet of Things’
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community as a service. In future work, we must add entity types such as events, exceptions,
and operational constraints to the pervasive process model proposed in the paper.
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